Crossroads Education
Founder and CEO
Spin UP partner of Indiana University with IU
licensed products. Chief designer and architect of all
products and services.
Products:
 Learning Spaces Consulting
 Professional Development Programs
 Suite of SaaS products
• Nexus Virtual Learning Spaces
• Compass: Analytics and Tracking
• LC Manage

But, we cannot ignore this:
The most uniformly held negative
attitude in learning mathematics is
directed at the delivery of lectures
(Yosof & Tall, 1999).

It is time to be committed to
accelerating the world’s transition to a
higher quality user experience in
education.
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Remember this if you remember
anything: You learn best from the art of
teaching… so let’s build that into our
system

Second Access

First Access

“Learning Commons”

“Classroom/Lecture”

We
evolve to
include

LC is providing the context
for a re-branding of secondaccess to content:
 Tutoring is about
collaboration not
remediation

Teacher/Professor

 Provides a collaborative
learning common
experience that replicates
the professional learning
culture
 All student workforce…
students that are teaching
are also learning

Students/formal

Students/collaboration

 Technology provides the
invisible catalyst to
facilitate more effective
collaboration
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 FOR BOTH STUDENTS THAT WORK AT THE LC AND FOR STUDENTS THAT VISIT FOR
THEIR COURSEWORK

THE LC MODEL IS MUCH MORE COST EFFECTIVE
 LC SERVES 4X NUMBER OF STUDENTS AT UNIVERSITY COST THAT IS MUCH
LOWER PER STUDENT THAN STAFF DEPENDENT MODELS

“

ETHICS PREVENT US FROM RUNNING AN ACTUAL
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN THIS TYPE
OF HUMAN SUBJECT RESEARCH. BUT, THERE IS
SOMETHING WE CAN DO TO CONDUCT A QUASIEXPERIMENTAL STUDY

”
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